Come Grow with Us!!!!!!

At Weaver, we believe actions speak louder than words. We are family-friendly and focused on our people. If you desire opportunity, possess strong leadership skills, and have the energy needed to keep pace in an up-tempo environment we are looking for you. We are currently seeking qualified candidates for summer internships. The positions will be responsible for traveling to popcorn fields at various times through the growing season. Specific job duties include observations, data collection, and reporting on field specific information such as environmental conditions, pest activity, plant health, and growth status.

Requirements:
- Travel to designated fields to perform crop scouting activities
- Closely monitor fields for insect pressures and plant diseases
- Collect data related to environmental conditions, plant health and growth status
- Communicate to area coordinator on findings and advise on potential needs for field treatments
- Analyzes data for continuous improvement
- Assist with the quality checks in seed fields
- Ensure quality specifications are met at seed farm

Qualifications:
- Required – Pursuing bachelor’s degree in agronomy, plant sciences, entomology or related agricultural field
- Background knowledge in agricultural or crop sciences
- Ability to work in extreme weather conditions
- Ability to travel 100% throughout the growing season
- Excellent communication skills
- Motivated to complete job related tasks with short deadlines

Send Resumes to kevin.sands@popweaver.com

Weaver Popcorn Company is an Equal Opportunity Employer